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Class 3 Gardening : Planting Time!

Dear Parents,
Fair Crafting
Huge thanks to classes 1, 2
and 4 who have got back to
us with great enthusiasm
and wonderful ideas for
craft. We would like to
appeal to the other classes
to reach out to Cecile at
cecileblake@gmail.com as
soon as possible with your
ideas and your Craft link’s
contacts.
We are developing a Fair
website this year where we
will be selling our craft
online and hosting the Art
Auction and Raffle.
Crafting dates will be sent
out on email soon, but we
want to encourage parents
and classes not to wait and
to get crafting as soon as
possible in small groups at
private homes.
2021 Fair Organisers

Mandatory
Hearing and
Speech Testing
Please note that mandatory
testing for certain classes
takes place in two weeks'
time. It is essential that all
parents of those classes sign
consent forms and return
these to reception as soon
as possible.

See page 4
for full details.

After thoroughly preparing the soil over several weeks, the big day arrived! Lettuces,
spinach, cabbage, peas, broccoli, nasturtiums, marigolds, spring onions -- and more -were planted and will all be lovingly looked after in the weeks ahead.
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STUDENT EXCHANGE
(High School)
Are you a Michael Oak High School
parent? Would you like your teenager to
go on an exchange visit to Germany? We
have an application from a student in
Germany and would like to find an
"exchange partner" to make the exchange
possible.
Manon Bohren is currently in Class 9 at
Steinerschule Aargau in Switzerland
(https://www.steinerschule-aargau.ch/
angebot) and he would like to visit
Michael Oak as an Exchange Student from
July to December 2021 (dates negotiable).

What is Unique about Waldorf Education?
PARENT ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME (PEP)
We invite you to find out more about Waldorf Education by attending our Parent
Enrichment Programme, a series of Saturday morning workshops starting on
Saturday 15 May. The workshops will run from 9.30 am until 12 noon, and are
seen as a whole. (See Calendar on pages 15-16 for PEP dates later in the year).
What’s it about? The PEP series aims to broaden and deepen parents’ knowledge
and understanding of Waldorf Education. The overall theme is: What is Unique
about Waldorf Education? Each Saturday morning session will start with a
General Introductory Talk followed by a Topic Talk covering a specific aspect of
Waldorf Education. There will be time for Questions, and each morning will
include some practical experiential activities.

If you are interested please email
lkerchhoff@michaeloak.org.za as soon as
possible.

Forthcoming Attraction!

Class 12
Play Festival
26  29 May

The Physicists
by Friedrich Dürrenmatt

Booking is essential as spaces are limited.
Please fill in the online form HERE
COVID-19 Protocols will apply (mask, sanitizing, social distancing)
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CHANGE OF NAME

Roots Hearts and Wings Adventure for Class 10
Our high school features a range of important

organised by a diverse group of adults, including their

experiences which form a part of our curriculum and

guardians.

take the place, for certain key periods in the year, of

After a number of conversations, the name of this

regular timetabled lessons. Examples include our

process has been changed this year to The Roots

numerous plays and camps. In class 10 for many

Hearts and Wings Adventure – which we hope

years we have successfully run a process which was

captures more of the possibilities this unique

known by the shorthand title of the ‘Coming of Age’

experience provides for these young people! We are

process. We have realised that this does not

excited to move forward into our oﬀering to this year’s

accurately reﬂect what actually happens during this

class 10s, under this new name.

class 10 experience, which is a guided opportunity for
these young people to take stock of their place in the

The Roots Hearts and Wings Adventure

world. This is enabled through a number of age-

Facilitators

appropriate challenges and creative opportunities,

JENS STOLTENBERG
Former Prime Minister of
Norway, current Secretary
General of NATO,
and Waldorf Alumnus

Alumni News: Class of 2016
My name is Finn Esterhuizen. I matriculated at Michael Oak in 2016.
My class 12 project was based on EP music and sound production and
I chose to continue in this field after matric. I studied Sound
Engineering at SAE Cape Town, and graduated with a Bachelors
Degree in Arts (specialising in post production and composition).
During my final year we were required to do an internship in the
sound engineering field. I was really fortunate to be offered an
internship at The Refinery, a post-production studio that caters for
both international and local media productions. As an intern, I was
able get amazing opportunities to work with big productions, such as
the Netflix documentary: ‘My Octopus Teacher’. Working on real
productions alongside the best in the business was invaluable.

JENS STOLTENBERG only learned
to read when he was 10 years
old. After struggling in a state
school in Oslo his parents moved
him to the Rudolf Steiner School
in Oslo, Norway.
From his biography:
Jens
Stoltenberg is the Secretary
General of NATO and a former
Prime Minister of Norway.
Although he was born into a
political family in Norway, he
grew up thinking he would
become a statistician, before
turning to a career in politics.
He served as the Prime Minister
of Norway twice.
Before
becoming the Secretary General
of NATO, a post he has held since
2014, he spent time as a UN
Special Envoy on climate change.
His term in office as SecretaryGeneral has been extended until
September 2022.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/
m000ktnt

On completing my internship at The Refinery, I was offered a position as a freelance engineer to work
permanently at the studio – specifically with Audio One. I now work there full time, on multiple
productions. I switch between Netflix jobs, and local and international television films and series.
Productions which I have worked on include SYFY’s television series ‘Vagrant Queen’, a South African
Netflix limited series coming up, as well as multiple movies on local television, including ‘Kaalgat Karel’.
I specialize in foley, which involves recording any natural sounds which you may find in a film, such as
footsteps, picking up and putting down objects, movement of clothing and more footsteps! I’ve even
had to record varieties of Silence! On each project I first spend time ‘spotting’ and ‘marking’ each action
throughout the film. Then I work with a foley artist to record all the sounds in studio. From there I edit
and make sure each of the sounds
is properly timed and in place. I
will spend anywhere from 4 to 12
days on a full-length movie. While
much of the work requires me to
work independently, the close
teamwork is dynamic. It really is
something to work closely and
meticulously on a production with
a team – each person
collaborating and bringing their
specialist skills to the project. And
what a thrill to see your name
rolling in the credits and know that
you contributed in your own
specialist way.
Finn Esterhuizen
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Dear Parents
Please can you send your recycling poly
containers to the Tuckshop as we use
them on a daily basis. Thank You!
Jade and Carmen

MANDATORY HEARING AND SPEECH TESTING
for KG Biggies ready to progress to Class 1 2022; Classes 1 & 2 and Class 8 learners

Tuesday 18 to Thursday 20 May
Young children can be prone to frequent
ear infections and may have a middle
ear infection without knowing it. This
may show itself for example if your child
has difficulty taking or following
instructions, acting out behaviourally or
not being able to differentiate sounds
(at a crucial time in their learning). It is
most important that any speech and/or
hearing problem be detected as early as
possible, in order to monitor or rectify
the situation effectively.
Hearing and Speech Tests will be
performed by an experienced Speech
Therapist & Audiologist, Patsy Gevisser
from Tuesday 18th to Thursday 20th
May. These tests are obligatory for
children moving from Kindergarten to
Class 1 in 2022, unless they are being
treated, or were privately tested. All
Children in Classes 1, 2 and Class 8 this
year will be tested unless you inform us
in writing why this won’t be necessary
(please indicate on the reply slip
alongside). If your child is absent on the
day of the test, it will be necessary for
you to have him/her tested privately,
and to provide the teacher with the
results for records purposes.
Please note that language skills are not
evaluated at this screening. The relevant
referrals will be recommended however,
where necessary, and after consultation
with the teacher.
This is also not an auditory processing
screening.
We strongly advise that all learners
where there are concerns – who have
behavioural or academic difficulties –
make use of this screening.
For a nominal fee of R100 your child's
speech and hearing can be screened.
The cost will be added to your school
fees account. All parents are invited to
make use of this service.
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Earlier in the year (end January)
when tuition was still online, the
Class made clay models in their
Shelters Main Lesson (see Leaflet
2, 2021) and continued later in the
term with drawings of cave
shelters, igloos, and rain forest stilt
shelters.
The theme then moved closer to
home with drawings of Togolese
huts, Ethiopian Dorze huts and
South African rondavels, and finally
the models currently on display in
the foyer.
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More Class 3
Shelters next
week
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OPINION

‘Let children play’: the
educational message
from across Europe
While approaches may differ, the importance of
free time to play is increasingly being recognised
Every morning, Arja Salonen drops her fiveyear-old son, Onni, off at a daycare centre in
Espoo, west of Helsinki, where he will spend
the next eight hours doing what Finnish
educators believe all children his age should
do: playing.
School, and formal learning, does not start in
Finland until age seven. Before then,
children’s preoccupations are not reading,
writing or arithmetic, but, said Salonen,
herself a secondary-school teacher in the
capital, “learning more important things”.
Those include, she says, how to make
friends, communicate, be active, get creative,
explore the outdoors and manage risk. “In
Finland we feel children must be children,
and that means playing – including, as much
as possible, outdoors,” she said.
The main goal of kindergarten, which about
75% of three- to five-year-olds attend,
according to the Finnish educational expert
Pasi Sahlberg, is “not to prepare children for
school academically, but to make sure they
are happy and responsible individuals”.
It is a philosophy that extends a long way up
the Finnish school system, which routinely
features at or near the top or world rankings
for childhood education. “Children should
play in school, too,” said Salonen. “It’s
important not just socially and physically, but
mentally. They … concentrate better.”
Free and teacher-directed play embeds life
and learning skills, Finnish educators believe,
improving attention span, problem-solving
abilities and perseverance. Outdoor play is
especially valued, with a 15-minute outdoor
break every hour up to secondary school.
Considered such a core activity that it is
assessed by teachers, play in Finland is also

Children play inside a climbing cage in Barcelona, Spain. Photograph: Marek Stepan/Alamy

about learning risk and responsibility –
competences Finnish society promotes to the
extent that it is common for even seven-yearolds to walk to school on their own.
In short, writes Sahlberg, “Finland’s insight
can boost grades and learning for all
students, as well as their social growth,
emotional development, health, wellbeing
and happiness. It can be boiled down to a
single phrase: let children play.”
The need is particularly urgent in schools
reopening after pandemic lockdowns, he
argued, since play will mitigate stress,
promote resilience and allow children to
rebuild relationships through physical
activity: “They need that much more than
they need academic pressure, graded
assignments and excessive screen time.”
The pandemic has also focused minds on the
importance of play in Germany, where –
although playgrounds have remained open
since the end of the first lockdown – many
parents and paediatricians say children’s
needs have been at the bottom of the
government’s agenda throughout the crisis.
Johannes Hübner, deputy director at
Munich’s university children’s hospital, told
RedaktionsNetzwerk Deutschland that
reduced social interaction and lack of
physical exercise meant lockdown had come
with “a lot of collateral damage” for children.
The Deutscher Kinderschutzbund, a lobby
group for children’s rights, successfully
campaigned at the end of last year against
government plans to restrict social
interaction among children under the age of
14. A planned rule to limit meetings to no
more than two children was subsequently
scrapped.

Children play with bubbles
in Barcelona, Spain, which
has a strong outdoors
culture. Photograph: Jorge
Burneo/Alamy

“Playing with children of a similar aged is
essential for children’s development,” said
the lobby group’s director, Daniel Grein.
“Children need other children. It’s right and
good that the health and education of
children has been discussed so widely
throughout this pandemic.”
Not all education systems in Europe are like
Finland’s, which places equality at its core,
outlawing formal exams until age 18 and
eschewing parental choice, selection,
streaming by ability and league tables. But
even in countries where testing and
competition is the norm, the importance of
play is increasingly being recognised.
Although school is not compulsory for
children in Spain until the age of six, most
children start off in pre-nursery or nursery
far earlier so their parents can work. Before
the age of six, education is divided into two
stages: up to three, and three to six.
“Generally speaking, there’s a very big play
component in both those stages,” said Katia
Hueso, a teacher, author and advocate of
open-air learning. “But when children get
into the second stage, you see the
introduction of content and they start to
work in a more structured way. Play begins
to take quite a backseat.”
Free play is quite rare in the school
environment, Hueso said. “It does exist –
most obviously at breaktime – but it’s not
something you see much in the classroom.”
Some teachers, she said, use textbooks to
teach children aged up to six years of age.
However, the way people in Spain live, with
many families in flats with communal
outdoor spaces, encourages outside play.
“We’re an outdoor culture,” says Hueso. “That
cuts across all ages and that outdoor culture
is something kids benefit from.”
Elena Martín, a professor of psychology and
education at the Autonomous University of
Madrid, said the Spanish education system
was generally “attached to the concept that
learning has to be a ‘serious’ activity. So the
idea of play doesn’t fit very easily into that –
except when it comes to infant education.”
Play was “something that’s missing from the
first stage of primary school”, Martín said.
“It’s very difficult to find teachers who
deliberately build it into their timetables for
eight-year-olds”. Forthcoming reforms were
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‘Let children play’: the educational
message from across Europe

Children playing
football in Rome. In
Italy children have the
option of a shorter
school day – with
homework every day.
Photograph: Alberto
Lingria/Reuters

meant to put more emphasis on investigation and flexibility, she said, but “much will
depend on teacher training”.
Some countries are still a long way from the debate. Italian children start formal
education at six, with parents able to choose a schedule in both primary and
secondary of either 8.30am to 1pm (with a 20-minute break) or 8.30am to 4.30pm.
Those on the shorter schedule go home for lunch and are given homework each
day, while those on the longer schedule, who also have a morning break, eat lunch
at the school canteen and do homework at weekends.
“The full-time hours are preferable as children can learn at a more relaxed pace,”
said Liliana Bonfiglio, a mother-of-two in Rome. “Then they can dedicate time after
school to other activities.”
The homework burden, however, has often been a cause of concern, particularly
during holidays. Luca Barone, the mayor of the Sardinian town of Mamoiada, went
so far as to ban homework during the long summer holiday.
Instead, Barone said, he encouraged children to “take long walks and watch the
sunrise … It was more of a symbolic gesture than an actual law. Children should
have time to learn for themselves about the world that surrounds them.”
THE GUARDIAN
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/apr/23/let-children-play-the-educational-message-from-across-europe

Jon Henley, Philip Oltermann, Sam Jones and Angela Giuﬀrida

Fri 23 Apr 2021 15.00 BST

Invitation to All
Michael Oak
Parents
Dear Parents,
We invite you to make use of
the Leaflet to advertise your
business.

Community Notices
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Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

APARTMENT TO RENT

ITEMS FOR SALE

2 Bedroom ground-floor apartment (73sqm)
apartment in art-deco style building in Upper
Kenilworth (above Main Road) to rent from 1 May
2021. Wooden flooring, high ceilings, backyard area
to braai and off-street parking for 1 vehicle. Very
convenient - walking distance to Pick n Pay,
Woolworths, Pharmacy, Hairdressers, Restaurants
and Michael Oak. R10 500.00 per month. Please
contact Dianne on 0832993977

1) White gloss emamelled 2 bunk bed and matching
ladder - R1600
2) Wooden tractor and trailer - R100
Contact Heather Gibbs hgibbs@polka.co.za

Whether you are an IT
specialist, tax consultant,
bookkeeper, dressmaker,
electrician, web-designer – or
whatever your speciality –
please use these pages to tell
everyone what you can offer.
We are sure there will be
someone in our community
who can make use of your
services.

COTTAGE WANTED TO RENT

Send your details to

Gran of children at Michael Oak looking for a
cottage or ground floor apartment to rent. Must
be secure. Have a 10yr old well trained retired
therapy dog. Contact Jennie Roodt on 073 235
2200

leaflet@michaeloak.org.za
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EXTRAMURAL ART FOR MICHAEL OAK
Second Intake Term 2, 2021

We are having a second intake starting next week (after all the holidays)
with pro rata fees or extra catch-up lessons. Contact details are below.
We have started our Second Term with a broad fire theme -- campfires, sunsets, phoenixes,
dragons, flame or fire lilies, and flowers that emerge from the ashes -- with autumn colours
predominating. Last term's projects in a variety of media included marine themes, and
artworks based on current exhibition, as well as 'My Octopus Teacher'. See accompanying
photographs of artworks.
Second term projects: The programme includes a variety of projects on interesting
themes, using different techniques and materials. There will be depth in the introductions
for the projects, and artworks shown. Projects are age appropriate with differentiation as to
what the younger and older pupils do. The emphasis is on fostering creativity, self-esteem
and enjoyment of art, while learning techniques and a sense of aesthetics. Generally on
offer are a variety of media, themes and 2-D and 3-D projects, including those about the
natural environment (Sue’s speciality), and inspired by South African, African and other
artists, as well as current local exhibitions. Do remember you can put in requests.

Days and times for the 2nd term's art classes:
1 session per week. Maximum 6/7 per class. Children may join in later (pro-rata fees), and
catch up missed lessons. The classes are mainly in-person off-site at my beautiful Covid-safe
property in Constantia, with some distance learning. We return to Michael Oak when the
situation allows.
• Wednesday 2.45pm - 3.45pm or 4.15pm - 5.15pm (the latter is distance learning)
• Thursday 2.45pm – 3.45pm or 4.15pm - 5.15pm
• Friday: Times to be arranged
• Saturday 10.30am – 11.30am and 12pm to 1pm
Fees are R940 a term (still a reduction from the beginning of last year), including materials
needed and firing. Visitors or ‘try-out’ pupils are welcome at R120 a lesson.

For more information, contact Sue [MPhil in Education (Teaching) UCT and
trained Waldorf teacher].
Phone: 021 794 6609; WhatsApp messages: 083 237 7242; email
snepgen@xsinet.co.za

Raise funds for
Michael Oak every
time you swipe your
MySchool card

Builders Warehouse has been
added to the list of merchants
where you can swipe your
MySchool card

Apply for your card online at www.myschool.co.za
or speak to Lynn Kerchhoff in the Office
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Some Background to “Couch Sessions”
The “Meet & Greet” has become something that I really look
forward to. It’s a meeting time of like-minded people who are
working towards restoration in our communities by working
from within their own circles. These meetings have really
started to take on a life of their own and have evolved into a
platform where we have the freedom to ask questions and
where we all learn from each other. A time of healing and
edifying ourselves. It is for this reason that I have changed
the name from “Meet & Greet” to “Couch Sessions”, an
informal setting, where we talk about life’s challenges and the
issues we are faced with daily as men and women in our ﬁght
against GBV.
Link to book your seat: http://myshack.co.za/couch-sessions/

Email Lynn at info@myshack.co.za for queries.

A New Business Called

Monthly.

Myself and my two best friends are Waldorf
Alumni. Ruth Armstrong was at Imhoff from
pre-school, I joined in grade 5 and Helene
Sinisterra joined in grade 8. Both Ruth and I
matriculated at Michael Oak Waldorf. We feel
that Waldorf education really set us up to
tackle the world and feel strong enough
within the world to start this business.
We recently
Monthly.

started

a

business

called

Monthly. is passionate about redefining your
monthly
period
experience
through
education, tips, humour, connection and our
Monthly. period boxes.
Our monthly Subscription and First Period
Boxes will be filled with self-care necessities.
These include organic period essentials,
fabulous handcrafted feel-good products,
local artworks, tips, information about your
monthly flow and much more!
It’s time to start getting excited for (or at least
embrace) THAT time of month and we are
here to help!
You can check out our Instagram page and
Facebook page as well as our website to learn
more.
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Fresh Fish!
Join our

Fresh Fish
WhatsApp Group
to hear about the catch of the
day. Caught in local waters on
longline, delivered on ice but not
frozen, e.g. longline tuna
(ﬁlleted) for only R80/kg.
Expected soon:
yellowﬁn tuna and hake.
How does it work?
Join our Fresh Fish WhatsApp
Group by messaging Luke. When
ﬁsh are available you will hear
about it immediately on the
group. Then reply to place your
orders.
Contact Luke:
060 699 1157
(Please include your own phone
number in the message)

Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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Continued on next page
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ADVERTISING IN THE
LEAFLET:
Donations for Display
Adverts and Community
Notices
Please note that all advertisers are
expected to offer a contribution to
our Bursary Fund. Minimum
donation R30.
Please use these bank details for
EFT transfers:
Standard Bank, Branch:
02510900,
Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School
Fundraising.
Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Adverts will only be published in the
Leaflet for a maximum of 3 insertions
per school term.

DEADLINE for all adverts is
Thursday 12 noon

